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May 9-11, 2013
An award-winning quilt maker, designer and quilt coach,
Deonn loves to share her passion for the process of quilt making
from start to finish. Always looking for simple ways to make the
process more enjoyable, Deonn’s classes include time-saving tips,
tricks, and tools to improve technique and ensure success.

Salt Lake City, Utah

www.hmqs.org

deonn@quiltscapesquilting.com
www.quiltscapesquilting.com

What Deonn’s Teaching at HMQS 2013
quilt using their own tag design. The quilt may then be scanned with
a smart phone to instantly connect to its assigned destination on the
World Wide Web. Class also includes a discussion of tag usage, along
with quilting, and finishing techniques.

104 Sew Cute Lanyard ❋
$54 includes kit / handout fee,
Miniature Paper-Piecing, 3 Hours,
Level: Beginning, Hands-On
Wed., May 8, 8:00 AM-11:00 AM
Make this quilted lanyard to wear at quilt meetings, events, and shows like HMQS. Constructed with
small 1” finished blocks using fussy-cut prints and
paper-pieced miniature blocks, it’s just “Sew Cute!”
Learn the art and ease of paper-piecing with Deonn’s
great tips.

407 A Quilt Trends Magazine Fall
2012 issue—$5 (Tag Quilt featured)
407 B Optional 36” x 36” Quilt Top Fabric
Kit includes: Quilt top fabric
featuring Riley Blake Designs Solids: 1 yard black;
1 yard white; 1/4 yard each aqua, yellow, and rosette—$28

417 Mexican Star ❋
310 Throw Me A Curve ❋
$30, Piecing, 1 Hour, Level: Beginning, Demo/Lecture

$60 includes kit / handout fee, Piecing, 3 Hours,
Level: Intermediate, Hands-On

Fri., May 10, 9:00 AM-10:00 AM

Sat., May 11, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM

3-D Curves and 3D-Seam Blocks. Need a quick quilt? This TENMINUTE block featuring no-sew dimensional curves! Learn some fun
tips and tricks to “grow” your quilt borders, setting, and finishing.

Simple effort, stunning results! This
beautiful 38”x38” wall hanging features simple strip piecing and folded dimensional, nosew curves.

407 Techno-Tag Quilt ❋
$88, Piecing, 4 Hours, Level:
Beginning, Hands-On
Sat., May 11, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM
Quilting meets technology in this attractive, yet functional
“scannable” quilt; the quintessential modern quilt. Students will create a personal Microsoft “Tag” 2D barcode online, and simply sew a

For more information on HMQS 2013 classes visit the show web site, www.hmqs.org. There you may view the
Class Catalog, request a free Catalog by mail, and read more about all the extraordinary teachers and classes.
HMQS offers online registration for your convenience. If you have questions on classes or registration, please
contact Ann Collet at (801) 298-3844 or at ann@hmqs.org.

Register online at www.hmqs.org

